A fifteen-item modification of the Fuld Object-Memory Evaluation: preliminary data from healthy middle-aged adults.
A modification of the Fuld Object-Memory Evaluation (FOME) test was developed for use with middle-aged adults. To avoid the ceiling effect which occurs when the 10-item FOME is used with adults in this age group, we made the test more difficult by increasing the number of items to 15. We obtained preliminary data on the 15-item version of the test by administering it to 32 healthy, well-educated adults aged 35 to 55. This version of the test was difficult enough so that even high functioning adults needed multiple trials to memorize all items. No sex differences, and no significant correlations with education or age for any aspect of test performance were found. We present mean scores for recall on each trial, as well as averaged scores for storage, retrieval, consistent retrieval, and recall failure across five trials.